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Monday, Nov. 4
Car Parc Diem: Patrol officers responded in regard to a reported 
harassment incident. According to the complainant, a person she did 
not know approached her vehicle while in the parking deck and accused 
her of “taking his parking spot.” The complainant was advised on how 
to contact municipal court to sign a criminal complaint. 
Wednesday, Nov. 6
Fenwick Hall: Patrol officers responded in reference to a report of 
suspicious activity. The complainant reported that a male known to her 
through social media, continues to appear wherever she is on campus 
and making it known to her that he is present. The complainant wished 
to report this incident to the police but did not wish to pursue criminal 
charges. 
Thursday, Nov. 7
Student Center: Patrol officers responded to a report of the
theft of two cell phones. The phones were left unattended while charging.
Grappling with Neurodiversity at 
Montclair State
Trinity Corney
Staff Writer 
    A Montclair State University event 
aimed for the disabled, ironically 
enough, was initially impossible to at-
tend for the target audience because 
of a malfunctioning elevator in the 
Student Center. After repetitive com-
plaints, the event was moved from the 
fourth floor to the Student Center ball-
room.
    Grub and Grapple opened a dialogue 
about what can be done to make the 
campus more inclusive for all types 
of bodies and abilities. It is a monthly 
group discussion that covers a vari-
ety of topics throughout the semester. 
This month’s discussion was held on 
Monday, Nov. 11.
    The discussion about inclusivity has 
been going on for years, with mixed 
results. At the event, faculty members 
declared that most change starts from 
the top down. 
    Jessica Bacon, an assistant professor 
from the Department of Teaching and 
Learning said, “We get more students 
involved with events that promote dis-
cussions and programs.”
    Bacon and her colleague, Alicia Brod-
erick, stressed that it is not their jobs 
to get things started. They believe that 
Montclair State should have a board or 
organization that analyzes situations and 
then puts plans into action.
    Some students that attended Grub and 
Grapple believe Montclair State can do a 
better job at addressing disability issues. 
This can be done by changing the envi-
ronment and culture on campus, and by 
removing assumptions about “ableism.”
    Cezanne Bibes, a junior transfer stu-
dent, shared her experiences being visu-
ally impaired. She has endured particu-
lar problems with the Montclair Heights 
train station.
    “I have trouble with the transit system, 
I’m blind in sunlight,” Bibes said. “It’s 
very hard to walk across the train tracks 
because there is no walkway or push-but-
ton system. I have tripped three times.”
    Montclair State is working toward im-
proving the campus culture with disabili-
ties with the help of students that con-
tinue to come forward and share their 
experiences and struggles.
Adrianna Caraballo | The Montclarion
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Music Therapy Majors Wonder 
if They Will Walk
Alexis Kitchmire | The Montclarion
Sam Carliner 
Staff Writer 
    For many seniors, walking 
at graduation is a highly antici-
pated celebration. Among mu-
sic therapy seniors at Montclair 
State University, there have 
been doubts as to whether or 
not walking is guaranteed.
    Two weeks ago, Brianne 
Stendardo, a senior studying 
music therapy, published a pe-
tition on change.org requesting 
that readers “support the rights 
of our graduating seniors to 
walk in May of 2020, along with 
supporting future graduates.”
    Stendardo wrote the peti-
tion, which has received 889 
signatures, after learning that 
a statewide change in credit re-
quirements may make it more 
difficult for her graduating class 
of music therapy majors to walk 
all together.
    She explained that due to the 
nature of the major, she and her 
classmates have become close 
with one another.
    “Not only do we have hours 
and hours of practicing and 
hours and hours of homework 
like everybody else, but we also 
have a lot of emotional digging, 
and we have to have ourselves 
in check before we can help oth-
ers,” Stendardo said. “In these 
classes, we share very confiden-
tial details about our lives and 
we’re sharing these intimate de-
tails with one another, and that 
just tight knits each class.”
    Tony Mazzocchi, associate di-
rector of the John J. Cali School 
of Music, explained that an in-
ternship requirement as part of 
the major typically results in a 
later graduation ceremony of 
music therapy students.
    “What has always existed is 
this conundrum where music 
therapy students, by the time 
convocation and commence-
ment come, have not yet com-
pleted their residency portion,” 
Mazzocchi said. “In that case, 
they would need to march in the 
next year’s convocation. They’ve 
never been denied it.”
    Unlike many majors, music 
therapy requires students to 
take a clinical internship before 
they can graduate. A change in 
state regulations of credit re-
quirements has made it more 
difficult for the current class of 
music therapy majors.
    Prior to the change in credits, 
music therapy students had to 
take more than the average 120 
credit hours that most students 
are used to. To even things out, 
the new policy has decreased 
the amount of required gen-eds 
and changed the credit value of 
the internship from one credit 
to 12. For students close to 
finishing the program, it has 
resulted in some members of 
the same class being closer to 
graduation than others.
    Jacob Sinsky, a senior music 
composition major, felt that the 
change was unnecessary.
    “I definitely think it’s unfair 
because if they used to be able 
to walk before, there’s no rea-
son that they should really need 
to change it, because I don’t 
see how it causes any harm to 
the university or costs them 
any money,” Sinsky said. “Even 
though they haven’t finished 
their internships yet, they still 
have completed all the other re-
quirements for their degree.”
    Alyssa Schneider, a junior mu-
sic therapy major, feels that the 
internship could be useful.
    “It’s beneficial in a way be-
cause when we take an intern-
ship, we aren’t on campus for six 
months, but we are still receiv-
ing credit,” Schneider said.
    Not every music student sup-
ports the petition. A student in 
the John J. Cali School of Music, 
who requested to remain anony-
mous due to potential backlash 
from other students, explained 
that they feel the situation is be-
ing exaggerated.
    “It is still very possible for 
them to walk at graduation. Al-
though I understand it’s a little 
more difficult with their intern-
ships sometimes being on the 
other side of the country, if it’s 
truly that meaningful to them, 
they are willing to work things 
out in their favor,” the source 
said. “The way that the petition 
has been posted on the internet 
makes it seem like Montclair 
doesn’t care about their music 
majors, when that is not the 
case at all.”
    Brielle Burns, a junior mu-
sic therapy major, broke down 
exactly what music therapy 
majors have to do to satisfy all 
requirements.
    “We have four years of course 
work, then we have a six month 
internship, then it isn’t until af-
ter that six month internship, 
that we will get our degree,” 
Burns said. “Then after you get 
your degree, you have to go get 
your board certification called 
MTBC and then you could actu-
ally start working, so it’s a lot.”
    Burns shared what she finds 
frustrating about the change.
    “What’s frustrating is that 
a lot of the internships are all 
around the country so we’ll go to 
school here for 4 years and then 
we’ll get an internship in Idaho, 
so we don’t want to come back 
here just to walk in graduation,” 
Burns said.
    Burns believes it would be fair 
if they could walk before com-
pleting their internship.
    “If we walked in graduation 
before our six month internship 
then we’d be able to celebrate 
with the people in our class, 
celebrate with our families who 
could be here without having to 
pick up our lives, go to our in-
ternship and then come back,” 
Burns said.
The John J. Cali School of Music is 
located near Freeman Hall.
Olivia Kearns | The Montclarion
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University EMS Squad Trains Students in 
How to Save Lives with Hands-Only CPR
Drew Mumich
Staff Writer 
Drew Mumich | The MontclarionSamatha Decker, a volunteer Montclair State EMS, teaches Jessica Perez, a junior biology Major, the basics of CPR.
    Montclair State University 
Emergency Medical Services 
(EMS) volunteers hosted a full 
day of hands-on CPR training 
for Montclair State students 
outside in the Student Center 
quad. 
    The event was hosted from 9 
a.m. to 6 p.m. on Monday, Nov. 
11 in an effort to teach students 
the basic practices to follow 
when someone is experiencing 
cardiac arrest.
    The EMS trained students to 
immediately call 911 and begin 
chest compressions, calling it 
“hands-only CPR.”
    Jacqueline Lawrence, the di-
rector of Montclair State EMS, 
explained that roughly 350,000 
cardiac arrests happen outside 
of hospitals each year, and that 
every minute that someone 
does not get CPR, their chanc-
es of survival decrease by 10%.
    “The goal is to teach everyone 
the basics,” Lawrence explains. 
“Even if you are worried about 
doing mouth-to-mouth and stuff 
like that, at least by putting your 
hands and doing CPR on some-
one that needs it, you’re increas-
ing their chance of survival.”
    Jessica Perez, a junior biology 
major and babysitter of three 
kids, explains why CPR is im-
portant to learn.
    “I think everyone should 
know CPR,” Perez said. “You 
never know when something 
is going to happen, and [if] you 
are going to need to help before 
the ambulance gets there or any 
professional help gets there.”
    Renzovic Escobeto, a junior 
molecular biology major, has 
been a volunteer Emergency 
Medical Technician and field 
training officer with Montclair 
State for the last three years.
    Escobeto explains the “Good 
Samaritan” law, which protects 
people who accidentally harm 
the person they are performing 
CPR on.
    “For example, you are giving 
chest compressions, if you are 
pushing too hard you may break 
a rib or two, which is normal 
in CPR,” Escobeto said. “The 
‘Good Samaritan’ law protects 
people that want to help and 
initially and intently have good 
faith in helping them.”
    Freshman biology major Mo-
hamed Bankasliattar, who was 
CPR-certified in high school, be-
lieves that learning CPR could 
benefit anyone on a college 
campus.
    “Not only is CPR beneficial, 
but it can save a life,” Bankasli-
attar said. “It’s a big campus, 
you never know what could hap-
pen, if it’s in a class, in a dorm, 
somebody in the parking lot, 
it’s always a beneficial [skill] to 
have.”
Drew Mumich | The MontclarionMohamed Bankaslaittar, a freshmen biology major who is already CPR-certified practicing chest compressions.
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Naumoff coordinates the fundamentals of speech program at Montclair State.
                                                                                        
People mingle outside of the entrance doors before the 11 a.m. service as they wait to be let into the theater.
Think Bigger and Speak Confidently with Dr. Naumoff
Kristoffer Fernandes
Contributing Writer
    Public speaking is a common 
anxiety that students and faculty 
struggle with alike, and it doesn’t im-
prove unless it is practiced. Dr. Ma-
rylou Naumoff, the supervisor of the 
Public Speaking Resource Center, 
helps students tackle this challenge 
through public speaking tools and 
programs. 
    The Public Speaking Resource 
Center prepares the campus com-
munity for presentations, pitch-meet-
ings and public speaking. Joining 
Montclair State University in 2015, 
Naumoff began coordinating the fun-
damentals of speech program and 
developed a rhetoric curriculum.
    As the program’s coordinator, Nau-
moff oversees assessments, curric-
ulum and ensures that instructors 
are assigned for individual speech 
courses.
    Naumoff admits there is no short-
cut to overcome speech anxiety and 
results come from performing.
    “Our fundamentals [of speech] stu-
dents primarily are freshmen,” Nau-
moff said. “Most students are taking 
this course in their first or second 
semester at the university. I think 
their greatest challenge typically is 
speech anxiety.”
    She understands students are 
faced with different academic fears. 
Some distance themselves from 
math courses and others dislike 
writing. There is a Center for Writ-
ing Excellence on campus, but 
speech is unique in that students 
have to stand and speak in front of 
the class.
    That is why Naumoff, and other 
instructors of this mandatory gen-
ed course, view themselves not just 
as teachers but also coaches. The 
hope is for students to gradually 
overcome some of their anxiety and 
deliver a performance.
    “We have different fears,” Nau-
moff said. “Sometimes people have 
a fear of math or don’t want to take 
a math course, but they don’t have to 
get up in front of a class then com-
plete math problems on a board.”
    The Dannis B. Eaton Speech 
Competition, held by Naumoff and 
the Speech Program, chose the top-
ic for this year, “My Earth.”
    In alignment with #FocusCli-
mateChange, this is the first time 
that Naumoff has connected the 
School of Communication and 
Media’s “#Focus” project with the 
campus-wide competition. She is 
excited to add more speech-driven 
projects to the year-long campaign.
    “Communication studies isn’t al-
ways directly involved in those ef-
forts as some of the other areas in 
the School of Communication and 
Media,” Naumoff explained. “This 
was a way to build that bridge, as 
well as to the rest of the Montclair 
State community.”
    Naumoff believes there are larg-
er, systemic questions that commu-
nication studies scholars can help 
approach with climate change. The 
speech program also stresses civic 
engagement.
    Naumoff explained that communi-
cation studies can also impact view-
ership.
    “For example, thinking about 
how to speak to different audienc-
es about climate change,” Naumoff 
said. “Constructing a message [for] 
issues that are important to them.”
    Besides fundamentals of speech, 
Naumoff is also an assistant profes-
sor of communication studies. She 
teaches several communication 
studies courses that propose ideas 
of race, gender and theoretical 
frameworks. She also specializes in 
rhetoric, American identity and cul-
tural studies.
    “I really view it as a privilege to 
teach,” Naumoff said. “As a faculty 
member, we have to teach, perform 
services and do research, but by far 
my favorite thing to do is teach.”
    Certain courses concentrate on 
production and technical skills, but 
Naumoff emphasizes the pairing 
of critical thinking and theory with 
content production.
    “I often tell my students in the 
210 theory course, ‘in other class-
es you learn how to do things and 
in this course we’re going to think 
about why we’re doing them,’” Nau-
moff said.
    Naumoff seeks to introduce con-
cepts that offer new approaches to 
thought and content creation. The 
moments in the classroom where 
she can make that connection with 
her students is the most valuable.
    “It’s that moment where something 
clicks and they get it,” Naumoff said. 
“There is no price that you can put on 
that, no other experience can give me 
the same sense of fulfillment.”
    The goal for Naumoff is to allow 
her students to see the world differ-
ently and see a world they can shape.
    Naumoff understands the reasons 
students attend college. Students are 
earning a degree and leveraging new 
skills in order to position themselves 
into their future career.
    She knows the challenge of time 
management, or simply not having 
enough time. Those are factors that 
Naumoff does not downplay, but she 
reminds students of the value of their 
education.
    “You’re really gaining knowledge 
that will help you build a life,” Nau-
moff said. “Not just to think of your-
self as a future worker, but also think-
ing of yourself as a citizen, and what 
you can contribute to your communi-
ty, to your state, to your country and 
to the world.”
Visit themontclarion.org to see a 
video about Dr. Naumoff.
Kristoffer Fernandes | The Montclarion
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Ben Caplan | The Montclarion
A Closer Look into the Dannis B. 
Eaton Speech Competition Finalists
    The Dannis B. Eaton Speech Com-
petition will be held on Monday Nov. 
18 from 6 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. in the Pre-
sentation Hall of the School of Commu-
nication and Media (SCM). This years 
topic is titled “My Earth,” a theme that 
compliments SCM’s ongoing #Focus-
ClimateChange project which aims to 
create and disseminate climate change 
related media.
    The finalists participating in this 
event are Carley Campbell, Sam Carlin-
er, Francis Churchill, Giovanna Da Sil-
va Pagungue and Kenny Slaman.
    Carley Campbell is a freshmen jour-
nalism major and her speech is titled 
“Corporations and Consumers.”
    Campbell’s personal statement had to 
do with how corporations are a major 
fact to carbon emissions.
    “Seventy percent of the pollution 
comes from only a small amount of cor-
porations. Big names like Amazon, with 
their one day shipping, cause more car-
bon emissions. Coca-Cola pollutes wa-
ter in India and groups like Nestle take 
away resources and water from com-
munities that need it most,” Campbell 
said. “Corporations need to step up and 
obviously accept their faults with this. 
It’s time, we the consumer, address this 
through feedback. We need to confront 
our corporations and we need to make 
sure our voices are heard.”
    Sam Carliner is a senior journalism 
major and his speech is titled “My Earth 
isn’t My Earth.”
    “The whole reason that it’s titled ‘My 
Earth’ [is] because, to me, I think it’s 
just an inherently weird thing to have 
something as big as Earth and put a 
possessive in front of it, like “my,” and 
to not question that,” Carliner said. “I 
think that’s such a fabric of our society 
that we act as [if it’s] a normal thing; this 
idea that we can have the Earth, that it 
belongs to us and it doesn’t rub us the 
wrong way to think of that.”
    Carliner mentioned in his personal 
statement that he wants to break the 
norm of owning the Earth.
    “I would really like to counter this 
normalization of treating land as some-
thing to be owned by people, and bought 
and sold by people, and really paint the 
The Dannis B. Eaton Speech Competition judges discuss the contestants and their statements. Kristoffer Fernandes | The Montclarion
idea that maybe we could have a world 
where land is seen as a public good in-
stead of a product,” Carliner said.
    Francis Churchill is a freshman com-
munication and media arts major and 
his speech is titled “Man Made Self De-
struction.”
    “The main danger that climate change 
poses now is that the [Intergovernmen-
tal Panel on Climate Change] (IPCC) 
2018 report found that 4% of vegetables 
and 8% of plants are in danger of losing 
their climatic range and then they can’t 
be consumed at the rate they are now by 
the people that need to consume them,” 
Churchill said.
    Churchill went on in his personal 
statement to discuss how this will affect 
people in the long-run.
    “There will be less storage and less 
carbohydrates in people’s systems, 
meaning that they won’t have any ener-
gy to function as often as they would,” 
Churchill said. “They are not [going to] 
be as energetic, and they won’t have 
enough energy for the brain that they 
would normally have due to the poten-
tial rise of 1.5 degrees celsius that the 
IPCC found.”
    Giovanna Da Silva Pagungue is a ju-
nior psychology major and her speech is 
titled “Trash Talk.”
    Da Silva Pagungue started off her per-
sonal statement by discussing her own 
principles on helping the planet.
    “Reduce, reuse, refuse, recycle and 
rock are the five principles of the ‘zero 
waste lifestyle’ that help me cut down 
my trash output by 75%,” Da Silva Pan-
gungue said. “College students produce 
640 pounds of trash every year and that 
means by the time we graduate we will 
leave a legacy of 1.3 tons of waste for 
the students coming after us.”
    Da Silva Pagungue explained in her 
personal statement how individuals 
can start reducing waste in their lives.
    “I want to offer an alternative, which 
are practical steps to follow these five 
principles and revert our negative im-
pact on future generations: you can re-
fuse what you don’t need, reduce what 
you consume, reuse what you already 
have, recycle what you can and rock 
the rest. My bottom line with this is we 
can create a huge impact if we just care 
enough.”
    Kenny Slaman is a sophomore hu-
manities major with a film minor and 
his speech is titled “Don’t ‘Go Green,’ 
Vote Green.”
    “The amount of difference that one 
person makes is so much smaller than 
the amount of damage that these ma-
jor corporations do on a daily basis. For 
that reason I think that the most signifi-
cant thing you can do to combat climate 
change is to vote,” Slaman said.
    Slaman shared why voting is so 
important when it comes to climate 
change.
    “Vote for somebody who is going to 
institute these progressive policies to 
inhibit the ability of corporations to take 
advantage of the environment for their 
own personal profit. Vote for somebody 
who will protect the people and care 
about the world we are going to live in,” 
Slaman said.
Drew Mumich
Staff Writer
Drew Mumich | The Montclarion
Carley Campbell will present a speech 
about the negative impact on our environ-
ment caused by big business.
Drew Mumich  | The Montclarion
Sam Carliner is focusing on why our soci-
ety feels they own the earth, and how this 
mindset is harmful.
Drew Mumich  | The Montclarion
Giovanna Da Silva Pangungue will explain 
how we can implement small changes as a 
community that make a positive impact on 
the environment.
Drew Mumich  | The Montclarion
Francis Churchill will talk about the way 
that we are inadvertently hurting ourselves 
through environmental destruction.
Samantha Bailey | The Montclarion
Kenny Slamen will tackle the importance of 
taking a political stand to support the envi-
ronment through voting.
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“American Dream” 
is Now Open for Business in New Jersey
The American Dream Mall has finally opened its doors. Photo courtesy of Triple Five Group
Gabriella Dragone
Staff Writer
    With 16 years in the making, the 
new American Dream mall has finally 
opened its doors.
    The five billion dollar project, locat-
ed in East Rutherford, New Jersey, con-
sists of a Nickelodeon Universe theme 
park, a NHL regulation ice rink, a 
DreamWorks water park and the “Big 
SNOW,” an indoor ski slope. The build-
ing opened Friday, Oct. 25, with dining 
halls and over 500 retail stores.
    Since its opening, only the theme park 
and ice rink are open to the public. Vis-
itors can ride over 35 rides and roller 
coasters, as well as meet famous Nick-
elodeon characters such as SpongeBob 
SquarePants and Dora The Explorer.
    The American Dream mall was devel-
oped by Triple Five Group, the owners 
of the two largest retail and entertain-
ment centers in North America. The 
mall spans about three million square 
feet and is 55% entertainment facili-
ties and 45% retail locations.
    Some students are excited about 
the new entertainment complex and 
think it will be beneficial to the state.
    Sophomore psychology major San-
drina Del Rosario Rijo believes the 
new establishment will boost New 
Jersey’s economy.
    “I think it’ll be a positive addition to 
our community, as it will be opening 
many job opportunities for the resi-
dents of our area,” Del Rosario Rijo 
said.
    Jasmine Garwood, a sophomore 
criminal justice and psychology ma-
jor, looks forward to the many fun ac-
tivities the mall provides.
    “I think that the American Dream 
mall is another place to spend a great 
day at, between all the stores and 
rides within the mall,” Garwood said.
    Tickets for Nickelodeon Universe 
are divided up into four categories: 
“All access” tickets from 10 a.m. to 3 
p.m. and 4 p.m. to 9 p.m, and “Gener-
al admission” from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
and 4 p.m. to 9 p.m.
    “All access” tickets are recommend-
ed for those who are looking for the 
most thrilling experiences and cost 
$49.99. General admission is benefi-
cial for those who want to play it safe 
and costs $39.99. Tickets for the ice 
rink cost $19 plus a $6 skate rental 
fee.
    For some students, however, the 
announcement of the complex seems 
unnecessary and they think it won’t 
get as much attraction as predicted.
    Pre-major sophomore Nikia Harris 
is skeptical of how long the mall will 
remain relevant and questions the 
name choice.
    “A lot of outlet malls and depart-
ment stores are closing down, so un-
less this mall does better than those, 
it may not be around too long,” Harris 
said. “Also the name is rather unfor-
tunate. At the moment given every-
thing that’s going on with Trump and 
the wall, the existence of the “Ameri-
can Dream” is definitely brought into 
question.”
    American Dream still has a long 
way to go before it fully opens. The 
DreamWorks water park opens on 
Nov. 27, Big SNOW opens on Dec. 5 
and the retail stores open in March of 
2020. It is recommended to take pub-
lic transportation as there is a park-
ing fee at different rates, depending 
on the time spent there.
    Garwood, Del Rosario Rijo and 
Harris plan to go to the new attraction 
when it is fully opened to enjoy and 
experience everything it has to offer.
    The mall will be open Monday to 
Thursday from 9 a.m. to 10 p.m. and 
Friday to Sunday from 9 a.m. to 12 
a.m.
Sophomore
psychology major, Sandrina Del Rosario Rijo, thinks the 
new American Dream mall will be good for the commu-
nity.
Photo courtesy of Sandrina Del Rosario Pre-major sophomore 
Nikia Harris thinks the American Dream mall is unnec-
essary.
Photo courtesy of Nikia Harris Jasmine Garwood,
sophomore criminal justice and psychology major, 
thinks the American Dream mall is another way to 
spend a great day with friends.
Photo courtesy of Jasmine Garwood
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The completed apple pie when all of the directions are properly followed. 
Samantha Bailey
Contributing Writer
    Making a homemade pie can be 
intimidating, but if you won’t do it for 
your family at this time of year, when 
will you do it? This pie was a definite 
crowd pleaser and it looks way more 
difficult than it actually is. Plus, it’s 
very impressive to tell people you made 
something “from scratch.”
    First, we’ll start with the crust. This 
apple pie recipe calls for two separate 
crusts, but it may also be reused for 
other pies, such as pumpkin or pecan.
    The crust can be the most intim-
idating part to make because many 
see it as the most delicious and most 
important part of a pie. The recipe for 
each crust is as follows:
* 2 cups all-purpose flour
* 10 tablespoons (1 ¼ stick) of unsalt-
ed butter cubed and chilled
* 2 egg yolks
* 6-8 tablespoons of ice-water
* Pinch of salt
    For the pie crust, it’s important to 
keep everything as cold as possible. 
That’s why cold butter and ice water 
is key for this recipe.
    Making the crust is actually rather 
simple, as it only requires to use two 
cups of flour and a pinch of salt and to 
rub the butter into it, until it is com-
pletely and evenly incorporated.
    After, take the beaten egg yolks 
combined with the six tablespoons 
of water and add it in slowly, mixing 
it with a fork. After all of the mixture 
has been incorporated, try to make a 
ball of dough in your hand.
    The dough will still be crumbly but 
if enough force and pressure is added, 
it should be able to form into a ball, no 
problem. If it will not form a solid ball, 
add one to two more tablespoons of 
water. Once you have it formed, dou-
ble wrap it in saran wrap and chill for 
up to two hours.
    Now, for the filling. Gala apples tend 
to cook well and become soft enough 
in the oven, so they make for a good 
filling. I used six thinly-sliced apples, 
but you can adjust it to your prefer-
ence. Including the apples, the filling 
recipe is as follows:
* ¾ cup of sugar
* ½ cup of dark brown sugar
* 2 tablespoons all-purpose flour
* ¾ teaspoon ground cinnamon
* ¼ teaspoon salt
*      teaspoon ground nutmeg
* 1 tablespoon lemon juice
    Once you coat the apples in all the 
sugary goodness, let them sit while 
you roll out your pie crust to ⅛ inch 
thickness. Then put it in your pie dish 
and add your filling. Pack as many ap-
ples as you can in there!
    After covering the pie with the top 
crust, pinch the edges together and 
Samantha Bailey | The Montclarion
Just a Bite: With @Gourmetbailey
Recipe Review: Homemade Apple Pie
Samantha Bailey | The Montclarion
cut four lines in a cross shape in the 
middle of the pie to let moisture es-
cape. Bake at 425 degrees for 40-45 
minutes, or until the crust has begun 
to turn golden brown, and it should be 
finished! You’ve successfully made a 
from-scratch apple pie! Give yourself a 
pat on the back.
    This pie recipe is a great Thanks-
giving staple and it makes for a yummy 
dish for everyone (if you have room for 
dessert). Until the next bite.
Samantha Bailey | The Montclarion
The crust is the most important part of 
any pie.
Fill as many apples into the pie crust as 
possible to make it hearty. 
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Montclair State Dining announces the closing 
of Blanton Plaza’s Which Wich as they serve 
their last “wich” on 
November 15, 2019. 
Construction will commence to renovate the 
space and reopen in Spring 2020 as the 
famous New Jersey sub shop, Jersey Mike’s. 
For more information, please visit: 
dineoncampus.com/montclair
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Siblings Dakota (left) and Cotto (right) take a nap after a long day of play. Casey Masterson | The Montclarion
Submit your Montclair State related images.
Email: montclarionphotography@gmail.com
Subject Line: Photo of the Week Submission
#MontclarionPhotoOfTheWeek
PHOTOS OF THE WEEK
Jen Losos | The Montclarion Mackenzie Robertson | The MontclarionBailey waits patiently for a treat. Toast rolls onto her back for belly rubs. 
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Millie poses for the camera. Photo courtesy of Jacob Hildreth
Thomas Neira| The Montclarion Adrian Maldonado | The MontclarionDobby is named after the well-known
character from Harry Potter and also loves socks.
Russ the good boy poses with his
Coca-Cola themed bandanna.
Randi Candi enjoys a beautiful autumn day. Brielle Wyka | The Montclarion
Help Wanted Help Wanted
JOBS AND CLASSIFIEDS
$16/hour / Babysitter / Upper Montclair
Sitter needed for 8th grade twin boys. After 
school hours (flexible). Just someone who 
can keep them on track w/ homework, drive 
them to a few after school activities and 
light meals. 5 days a week until the end of 
December.  Ultimately, looking for a sitter 
in the educational field, and would love to 
have someone who can keep them focused 
and on track. If interested, please email 
cdiambrosio@hotmail.com
$30 - $35 hourly pay / Tutor / Montclair 
area
Tutors 101, LLC is looking for responsible, 
dedicated, and friendly tutors. You choose 
your preferred type of tutoring (age, level, 
subject) and location. Tutor must have a 
car. Scheduling is flexible. Does not need to 
be an education major. Work 1-8 hours per 
week. This position pays $30 - $35 per hour. 
Undergraduates make $30/hr and college 
graduates make $35/hr. If interested in 
tutoring, apply here: https://tutors101.com/
tutor-application/. Any questions, email us 
here: 
hello@tutors101.com
$15 / Driving nanny/housekeeper needed 
to help current nanny, Glen Ridge (Temp 
to Perm) 
Looking for a second nanny for three kids 
(ages 3 months, 2 and 4) starting week of 
10/14/19. Responsibilities include pick-
ing up at school, transporting to and from 
after school activities in Glen Ridge and 
Bloomfield, making bed, preparing dinner 
& straightening up. Regular hours are 
2:00-7:00 Monday through Thursday. Prior 
experience with children is preferred, use 
of own reliable vehicle and/or our vehicle. If 
interested, please call or text 
856-264-2532.
Looking for a nanny for a boy and a girl 
(ages 7-1/2 and 6)
Responsibilities include picking up at 
school, transporting to and from after 
school activities in Montclair when needed, 
helping with homework, preparing dinner 
& baths. More hours available if desired on 
an as needed basis. Regular hours are 3:15-
7:30 Monday through Friday, 3 days weekly 
minimum. Prior experience with children 
is essential, use of own reliable vehicle 
required. If interested, please email: 
pkfaber@gmail.com
$12-$15 hourly / Student Photographer 
and interior design internship / Montclair
A high-end residential interior designer in 
the Montclair area has 2 paid internship 
positions available. They are looking for a 
student to work with their team one day per 
week or even bi-monthly taking detail shots 
of some of their interiors, and shooting can-
did shots of them working on client projects. 
Candidate must have their own camera and 
own transportation, and have some training 
in using a camera and an editing program 
like Photoshop. The 2nd internship op-
portunity would be on the design side, fol-
lowing up with vendors on orders, helping 
prep for client presentations, making digital 
furniture/fabric collages, etc. Must have 
Photoshop and Microsoft Office experience, 
be positive, hardworking and punctual. Both 
positions pays $12 - $15 per hour for both 
positions, up to 8 hrs a week for each. If 
interested please contact: 
sarahelizabethdecor@gmail.com
$3999 /2007 Toyota Prius - Blue four 
door
Car for sale with 105,000 miles. Sell as is 
- Good condition. State Inspection current, 
no accidents, brand new battery. If interest-
ed, please call or text (412) 302-3522
$24-$27 / Part Time Home Health Aide/
CNA 
An entrepreneur seeking a reliable home 
health aide for 84 year old mom. Applicant 
must have 1+ years of experience. Candi-
date must be available Monday - Friday, 5 
hrs daily with a hourly pay rate of $24-$27. 
If you are interested contact Mr. Edward 
(edwaards2000@gmail.com) for more 
details. 
Mother’s helper needed / 3 -4 days per 
week / Montclair 
Looking for a reliable and kind after school 
babysitter / mother’s helper for two children 
ages 2 and 4.  Responsibilities include help-
ing with dinner, bath time, and light cleanup. 
Hours are approximately 4-7:30 pm, 3-4 
days / week. Occasional weekend babysit-
ting as well. Prior experience with children 
preferable. Please email: 
jordy.reisman@gmail.com with resume.
Reliable After School Babysitter needed/ 
5 days a week/ Montclair
Looking for a reliable and kind after school 
babysitter for two girls (ages 10 and 5) start-
ing asap. Responsibilities include picking up 
at the bus stop or at school, driving to after 
school activities in the Montclair area, prep-
ping dinner & light clean up. Possibly more 
hours available on a needed basis. Regular 
hours are 3:30/3:45-5:30/5:45 Monday 
through Friday. Prior experience with chil-
dren, clean driving record, and use of own 
reliable vehicle required. Please email: 
mhorowitz7@yahoo.com
Classifieds
After-School Care/ 3 days a Week / Cedar 
Grove
Looking for reliable child care T, W, Th. 
2:40-4:30 for a 13 year old. Includes pick-
ing up our son at school in Cedar Grove 
and bringing him to our home. Must have 
clean driving record and like pets! Avail-
able immediately. 
Please email 
ldfranzese@verizon.net. 
$25 hourly / Math tutor needed / Te-
aneck or Skype
Tutor needed for 5th and 6th grade mate-
rial. 
Please send email to 
snowball7091@aol.com 
(Attn Barbara Farkas).
Seeking a graduate student in Psychol-
ogy or Education / Teaneck or Skype
Must have the ability to break down mate-
rial into small learning outcomes. The suc-
cessful candidate must have strong  skills 
in planning and organizing materials in 
preparation for an Early Childhood Certifi-
cation Examination. Please email resume, 
experience, availability and hourly rate to 
Snowball7091@aol.com 
(Attention Barbara Farkas).
In search of an after-school sitter for our 
4 y/o son
Would involve picking up at his preschool 
by 6pm, driving him home, and hanging 
out until my husband or I get home from 
work (usually by 6:45, 7:15 at the latest). 
We will need the occasional day in Sep-
tember, but by October need M-F.  We both 
work in the city so we need someone reli-
able and willing to commit. It’s a very easy 
gig for the right person. If willing/available, 
there is also the opportunity for extended 
hours on nights when we both need to 
work late. Please contact 
amandadekker85@gmail.com if inter-
ested.
$150-$250 per week/ dog walker needed 
Looking for an individual, to walk dogs, 
part time, in the Montclair/Glen Ridge 
area, starting immediately. Responsibilities 
include: walks, occasional transport, feed-
ing, securing property & possible overnight 
sitting. Candidate must have a love for 
animals, be reliable, honest and have great 
references. Hours needed are Monday 
through Friday, from 11:00am – 2:30pm. 
Use of own, reliable vehicle required. If 
interested, please email Liz, at 
rrodwick@comcast.net, or text 
(973) 819-9893.
$20/HR: Driver/Dog walker needed for 
Upper Montclair family
Seeking a responsible person to assist 
Upper Montclair family with driving 8th 
and 10th graders from school and to/from 
sports and music practices, and walking 
friendly dog.  Must have reliable car and 
good driving record, and strong references. 
Nonsmoking home.  Flexible for week-
days/weeknights, but reliability is critical.  
Please contact: 
judigermano@gmail.com.
$20/ Babysitter Needed, Montclair
Looking for a reliable and kind part-time 
babysitter for two children (ages 8 and 
10), starting 9/10. Responsibilities include: 
picking up at school, transporting to and 
from after school activities, helping with 
homework, and some light meal prep. 
Please be a non-smoker who is CPR certi-
fied with a clean driving record.  Use of 
own reliable vehicle required. For our part, 
we are easy to work with and our children 
are respectful and kind. The schedule is: 
September-June, Tuesdays and Wednes-
days 2:30-7:00, with the potential for an 
additional day. If interested, please email: 
tonyperez21@yahoo.com
$18 / Experienced childcare giver/nanny
In need of a childcare giver to start work 
immediately. He/she would be working for 
up to 5 hours daily Mon-Fri . If interested 
or for further details, please email: 
stephen.lamar@outlook.com
OTHER
ARE YOU IN CRISIS OR STRUG-
GLING? HEALING, HOPE AND HELP 
CAN HAPPEN!
Please CALL the National Suicide Preven-
tion Lifeline at 1-800-273-8255 (TALK) at 
any time to speak to a counselor and get 
support.  You can also connect to the Crisis 
Text Line by texting “Hello” to 741-741 to 
be connected to a counselor.  All services 
are free, confidential and available 24/ 7 for 
anyone in crisis.
FUTURE 
TEACHERS!
Receive $25,000 in Scholarship and Stipends 
Apply to Become a  
NOYCE SCHOLAR 
Attend a  
NOYCE SCHOLAR INFORMATION SESSION  
to learn more about this Scholarship  
Opportunity and how to apply. 
JOIN US 
Tuesday, November 19, 2019
1:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. 
University Hall, 1st Floor 
Addie’s Lounge 
FREE FOOD 
Can’t Attend? 
Contact Dr. Steven Greenstein 
or Dr. Joseph DiNapoli 
at Mathnoyce@montclair.edu
MontclairStateUniversity
montclair.edu/cehs
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Across
3.  A holiday that honors soldiers who have served in our 
forces.
6.  The astrological sign that represents most of November. 
7.  V for Vendetta: “Remember, remember the _ of November.”
8.  When we turn the clocks back an hour to preserve 
sunlight.
The Montclarion Crossword Puzzle and More!
November Occurences Edition
Windy    Chilly     Snowy 
Frost     Crisp     Cloudy 
Rain     Leaves    Freezing 
Fireplace    Hot Chocolate                 Movie Day
Word Search
Down
1.  A popular song title by Guns N’ Roses that has “November” 
in it.
2. The holiday that gives students a long weekend in 
November.
4. The day people vote for local and federal elections.
5. We usually see this weather occurence for the first time in 
this month to kick-off pre-winter. 
Sudoku
*For answers to the puzzles, please check 
The Montclarion Facebook page every Thursday.*
Danielle DeRosa | The Montclarion
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#MSUStudentVoice is Vital to This Campus
Campus 
Voices:
Why do you 
think campus 
media is 
important?
By The Montclarion 
Video Team
“I definitely think that campus 
media like The Montclarion 
is important because it is re-
ally essential to spread the 
word about different activities 
going on, different students’ 
opinions and what’s going on 
on campus. I feel [that] if our 
school didn’t have the newspa-
per, it would be more difficult 
to spread the word on what’s 
going on.”
- Melody Appel 
Theater Studies
Junior
“I think it’s important to stay 
updated on your community 
and the people around you 
[and] what the opportunities 
are. Even if you’re not inter-
ested in it, it’s good to have the 
option to see what’s going on, 
get involved and stay updated 
because things are constantly 
changing because things are 
constantly happening around 
you.”
- Kimberly Chok
Dance
Senior
or over 90 years, The 
Montclarion has been the 
#MSUStudentVoice, a hub 
where students can find out 
what is going on in our cam-
pus community and important 
issues that they deserve to 
know about.
   In recent weeks, many of the 
stories we have found have 
been critical and eye-opening 
to the student body on how 
our campus is run and what 
goes on behind closed doors.
  As a result of our critical re-
porting, we are noticing more 
print issues being picked up 
off the racks around campus 
each week by students, faculty, 
staff and administrators.
   Along with the growing num-
ber of people looking at our 
content, there have been a lot 
of mixed reactions and feed-
back to our stories; important, 
constructive and occasionally 
discouraging feedback.
 There have been various sto-
ries we’ve reported on this 
semester that some may cat-
egorize as “bad press” from 
multiple facilities and stu-
dents on campus, mainly in 
our News and Opinion sec-
tions. These stories have 
caused some controversy, but 
were thoroughly executed, re-
ported and written by trusted 
members of our staff.
   As student journalists, we are 
taught not to write press re-
leases, but to report the truth. 
Each of us have ingrained 
the rules listed in the Society 
of Professional Journalists 
(SPJ) Code of Ethics, used to 
demonstrate proper reporting 
procedures and journalistic 
integrity.
  The first rule listed in the 
code of ethics is to “seek truth 
and report it.” If we receive 
a tip or notice something on 
campus that is not right in 
the interest of the students, it 
is our responsibility to make 
them aware of it and hope to 
get the problem resolved.
  If there is a story we feel 
needs to be told, it is our duty 
to report on it. This semester, 
we have gotten intel on various 
stories that some may think 
are tough for student journal-
ists to cover, but these are the 
types of stories that have got-
ten us state awards for news 
writing, web project and edi-
torial writing; three pieces of 
high quality, investigative and 
critical reporting.
  We hope to continue report-
ing on stories like these, not 
just for the recognition, but 
for the learning experience. 
That is one of the things that 
many people forget when they 
speak to us. We are students 
who want to be taken seriously 
as journalists, but most impor-
tantly, we want to learn more.
   We appreciate the assistance 
and feedback from members 
of the campus community, but 
some of what has come back to 
us has been very discouraging 
to us as students wanting to 
explore a field we all feel pas-
sionate about.
   On the other hand, we have 
received some great feedback, 
especially in response to a 
piece called “Finding Nemo 
a Space on Campus,” written 
by contributing writer Carley 
Campbell.
   After this piece was pub-
lished, The Montclarion re-
ceived a very nice email from 
Montclair State’s student 
trustee, Nikita Williams, who 
read the piece and encouraged 
Campbell to reach out because 
she could possibly help change 
the fish tank policy on campus.
   This is the reason we con-
tinue to report stories like this. 
We at The Montclarion want to 
make positive changes on cam-
pus that will benefit the entire 
community. If we didn’t call 
attention to these problems, 
there would be no conversa-
tion about it.
   All of us at The Montclarion 
want to thank the campus 
F community for allowing us to continue the work we do each 
week to give Montclair State 
the news they deserve. Our 
team dedicates many hours 
during the week to produce 
high-quality reported, written, 
digital and multimedia mate-
rial for our constituents and 
we are glad that our content is 
being reached and discussed.
   We also want to especially 
thank our faculty advisor, Tara 
George, who has always been 
a supportive and encouraging 
mentor to all of us as we tackle 
these critical stories, and for 
teaching us to stick by our re-
porting and journalistic values.
     As members of the Montclair 
State community, we hope to 
be treated with the same care 
and respect as our fellow stu-
dents who are learning about a 
field they are passionate about 
and hope to become a part of 
in the near future.
“Campus media is important 
because as opposed to mass 
emails that the university 
would send out that students 
typically delete automatically 
when they go to consume 
other forms of media like the 
radio or newspaper, they are 
making a conscious choice to 
actually get word of the events. 
It’s more likely that they’ll stick 
and remember anything that’s 
going on and they’re choosing 
to actually consume it.”
-  Joseph DeGaetani
Applied Math
Adjunct Professor
“I think college media is im-
portant because it helps a lot 
of people get involved [and] 
know what’s going on, espe-
cially on our campus. Even 
people outside [Montclair 
State] have an idea what’s 
going on [on campus] and 
for more students to become 
more knowledgeable about 
what’s going on.”
- Amanda Crisham
Undeclared  
Freshman
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HEATHER BERZAK
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Heather Berzak, a journalism major, is 
in her first year as editor-in-chief for The 
Montclarion.
f you’ve sat 
through an aver-
age middle school 
science class, the 
topic of Darwin-
ism was bound to 
come up at one 
point or another 
when discussing 
evolution.
  Charles Darwin, 
an English naturalist, developed a the-
ory of natural selection called “Darwin-
ism,” also known as “survival of the fit-
test.”
   In other words, depending on the en-
vironment surrounding a set of species, 
only the species most suited for the 
environment will survive, evolve and 
reproduce, while the rest of the species 
die out.
   Little did I know sitting in my middle 
school lab chair that Darwinism would 
present itself in more settings than just 
science class. In fact, I’ve experienced 
Darwinism all 3 1/2 years of college in 
the realm of group projects.
    It’s very rare to hear an outcome of a 
group project include equal distribution 
of work with all parties involved.
   Realistically, in a group of four, half 
of the team carries the weight of the 
project while the other half ignores the 
group. In a pair, one person takes con-
trol while the other either takes orders 
or makes excuses and doesn’t contrib-
ute.
   For natural born leaders like myself, 
I take a lot of pride in my work, and 
understandably, want it to be done cor-
rectly and diligently. Unfortunately, in 
most instances I can’t get what I want 
unless I take on virtually the entire proj-
ect myself.
  This can prove itself to be very frus-
trating, and being a perfectionist, I do it 
anyway because I will not let my grade 
drop due to the irresponsibility of oth-
ers.
   I found myself getting into the habit 
of asking “Why me?” I tend to conclude 
that it is my fault for choosing the wrong 
I
group mates every single time.
   Fortunately, through “group work Dar-
winism,” I’ve since taken a new angle 
on carrying the biggest weight in group 
projects.
   The working world has its own set of 
diverse “species” (employees), with all 
different types of “traits” (work ethic), 
and depending on the “environment” 
(industry), there are the species that 
“survive and evolve” (hard workers) and 
the species that “die out” (slackers).
   If you are stuck feeling like you always 
carry the weight in group projects and 
lack the empathy you deserve, just re-
What Darwinism and Group Projects 
Have in Common
view the theory of “group work Darwin-
ism,” and realize that a strong work eth-
ic will defy the odds of natural selection 
over people who just get by.
   You may be the boss of one of your 
group members one day. So pat your-
self on the back, push through the ago-
ny and get ready to take a breath when 
you’re at the top of the corporate ladder.
Joy Velasco| The Montclarion
Journalists: The Busiest Bees in the 
Business That Don’t Sting
hen I was a 
so much pain. This 
is one of the many reasons children 
choose to run and scream when they 
stumble across one of these stinging 
creatures, instead of embracing them 
like a cute puppy.
   As I got older, I learned from school 
and Jerry Seinfeld that bees have an 
important relationship with our envi-
ronment. Little did I know two decades 
ago, this lesson would connect to me as 
a journalism student.
   Journalists and bees share a very 
similar job; to take, produce and dis-
tribute things that are important and 
valuable to society. For bees, they’re 
responsible for pollination, which is 
one of the components that keep plants 
alive, while journalists are responsible 
for distributing important information 
to the public.
  Many people are afraid of bees and 
journalists, even though their purpose 
is not to cause harm, but in many cas-
es, both need to take proper measures 
to get their jobs done.
   Throughout my time as a journalism 
student, I have had many experiences 
where even on my own campus, I tell 
someone “I work for the school paper,” 
only to hear the most outrageous ex-
cuse as to why a college student cannot 
answer a basic question about social 
media.
   I picture it the same way as Ross 
Geller from “Friends” telling his date 
that he’s been divorced three times.
   Many people think all journalists are 
“out to get someone” or to bring down 
the government, which I believe is the 
true definition of “fake news.” As a re-
sult of this term going viral after the 
2016 presidential election, society has 
lost a lot of faith in journalists, even 
those with outstanding reputations.
  It is very understandable why many 
people are afraid to trust us with their 
stories because they want to make sure 
they are being told the right way.
  Journalists are here to amplify the 
voices of society and strive to give an 
unbiased perspective when important 
events occur. Without these curious 
creatures, there would be no one to 
question facts as they are presented.
   When government officials brief the 
public on a tragedy that just occurred, a 
majority of the public just accept it and 
move on with their lives. Journalists are 
W
toddler, I got stung 
by a bee on my right 
hand. It was a very 
traumatic experi-
ence for a 3-year-
old child to have 
something so small 
and innocent cause 
REBECCA SERVISS
OPINION EDITOR
Rebecca Serviss, a journalism major, is 
in her first year as opinion editor for The 
Montclarion.
the first to ask important questions to 
tell the world what really happened.
   In other countries, especially in the 
Middle East, journalism is condemned 
and only practiced by those who are 
chosen by the government. Meanwhile, 
in countries like China and North Ko-
rea, the media is censored and com-
pletely controlled by the government to 
ensure that only the information they 
want to be released gets distributed to 
the public.
   As Americans living in a country where 
the freedoms of speech and press are 
guaranteed to every citizen, we need to 
value and appreciate the hard work that 
journalists do for us. This is especially 
important because there are those who 
are not as privileged in having access 
to the same important information we 
provide.
   Me telling the world not to fear jour-
nalists the same way parents tell chil-
dren not to fear bees is one the most 
hypocritical things I could say, consid-
ering I swat away anything with more 
than four legs. However, I can promise 
that both journalists and bees are mak-
ing more positive contributions to your 
lives, rather than being a nuisance in 
your everyday activities.
Alexis Kitchmire | The Montclarion
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SAMANTHA         
IMPAGLIA
SPORTS EDITOR
Proud to Join a Field that 
Puts Me on the Field
o o r d i n a t i n g 
with writers and set-
ting up a new layout 
every week can be 
quite stressful for 
editors in The Mont-
clarion office.
   As the sports edi-
tor, I spend a lot of 
time corresponding 
with the Montclair 
State University ath-
letic department; between contacting 
athletes and coaches and interviewing 
them at games, a lot goes on every week 
to get the final product.
   That being said, it is very comforting 
to know that the Montclair State sports 
teams and athletes are almost always 
cooperative when it comes to covering 
their games and profiles.
  When I first started writing for the 
sports section in Sept. 2018, I was hesi-
tant to approach players and coaches 
after games to conduct interviews. This 
is an issue that many new writers run 
into, and I found myself right in the mid-
dle of it.
  My first article was a recap of a wom-
en’s volleyball game. I was confident in 
how to write about the game, but I was 
unsure of how to approach the physical 
interviewing process. I am a shy person, 
so it was especially intimidating.
  To my relief, Mike Scala, the director of 
sports publicity for Montclair State Ath-
letics, was nothing but cordial toward 
me as I approached him about setting 
up an interview with women’s volleyball 
head coach Mike Stawinski and one of 
his players.
  Stawinski was equally as approach-
able; he answered all of my questions 
with a smile, and in great depth. It was 
immediately apparent that he enjoyed 
the interview and loved talking about 
his team.
  This has been the case with almost 
every Montclair State sports team that 
I have come into contact with. Athletes 
are almost always cooperative when 
it comes to writing a profile on them. 
They love sharing their story with their 
fellow Red Hawks, as well as with their 
family and friends.
  They also love talking about them-
selves and always agree to being inter-
viewed after games. Coaches also give 
extensive information on their players, 
including specifics on how they play 
and what they mean to the team. I rare-
ly have a bad experience when it comes 
to collecting information.
   The consistently cooperative nature 
of the sports teams helps writers to 
compose great articles, and is a main 
reason why I have been able to write so 
many of them. Connecting with athletes 
is always important as well, because of-
C
ten times they give you new ideas for 
articles.
   For example, I was writing a profile 
on who I believed were twins that both 
played on the men’s lacrosse team. Af-
ter interviewing them, I learned that 
they were actually triplets and all 
three siblings were students at Mont-
clair State, which turned into a great 
story.
   Another time, I was informed by a 
player on the men’s ice hockey team 
that two of his teammates made the 
All-Star game, so I wrote a feature 
article on them.
   It would not be possible to produce 
all of these articles without the strong 
communication that The Montclarion 
has with Montclair State Athletics.
Concerning Editorials and Columns
 Main editorials appear on the first page of the Opinion section. They are unsigned articles that represent the opinion of 
the editorial board on a particular issue.  Columns and comics are written by individuals and do not necessarily reflect 
the opinions of The Montclarion staff.
Thumbs Up
Disney launches 
their new 
streaming 
service, Disney+ 
Which Wich closes 
on campus on Friday
Thumbs Down
Jersey Mike’s is 
coming to Blanton 
Hall
Montclair State 
men’s soccer team 
defeats Rowan 
University in the 
NJAC Finals 
Wild turkeys 
terrorize 
neighborhoods in 
Toms River, New 
Jersey
F.B.I. reports hate-
crime violence 
has reached 
16-year high
Samantha Impaglia, a television and digital 
media major, is in her first year as sports edi-
tor for The Montclarion.
Montclair Moments
Dana Kjeldaas  | The Montclarion
Alexis Kitchmire | The Montclarion
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Curious about how climate
change is affecting your
community? 
 
You have a chance to ask the experts!
Submit your questions to editor-in-chief
Heather Berzak at 
#AskFocus
montclarionchief@gmail.com
or tweet your questions with the hashtag
Your question may have a shot
at being featured on the School
of Communication and Media's
#FocusClimateChange live show
on livestreams and cable
channels across the state on
November 15th at 7 p.m!
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     WMSC Radio at Montclair State University won 
the first place award for Best Social Media Presence 
in the National Student Production Awards at the 
College Broadcasters Inc. (CBI) conference, held in 
St. Louis. The award is shared between WMSC digi-
tal marketing director Molly Jenkins and promotions 
director Alyssa Salvato.
     CBI was founded by Will Robedee and Warren 
Kozireski soon after the National Association of Col-
WMSC Radio Wins Big at College 
Broadcasters Inc. Conference
lege Broadcasters ceased operations in 1998. Their 
mission statement is to serve “students and advisors 
of college and high school electronic media outlets. 
Through events, programs and a network of exper-
tise, we provide our members with educational and 
professional opportunities and facilitate advocacy.”
     Jenkins, a senior communication and media arts 
major, has been a part of WMSC since her first se-
mester at Montclair State. She has held the position 
of digital marketing director for the past two years.
     Salvato, a sophomore communication and media 
Salvato and Jenkins posing with their National Student Production Award.
arts major, has also been a part of the radio sta-
tion since her first semester. She was an assis-
tant social media manager last year before earn-
ing her current position of promotions director.
     “They are exactly what every professor hopes 
their students to be,” Anabella Poland, the WMSC 
director, said. “Involved, interested, proactive and 
experimental.”
     Jenkins and Salvato lead a hardworking and 
effective social media team made up of 15+ 
students, and they are clearly deserving of the 
award. The team also worked on the social me-
dia campaign for the School of Communication’s 
#FocusImmigration project that took place last 
April.
     “I couldn’t be any more proud of them,” Po-
land said. “Hard work pays off and they are one 
of the best functioning teams in the last couple 
of years.”
     Both Jenkins and Salvato were ecstatic and 
overwhelmed with their win.
     “We are overjoyed by the win and still today it 
doesn’t feel real,” Salvato said. “The whole time 
at the award show we were anxious for our cat-
egory, and when it came up and we didn’t hear 
our name until it got to first place, we were so 
overcome with emotion.”
     Salvato had nothing but positive things to say 
about her co-award winner.
     “Molly has been working so hard throughout 
the year to make our socials the best it could be,” 
Salvato said. “I am so grateful for her.”
     The win rendered Jenkins speechless and she 
is still trying to wrap her mind around it.
     “I still have no words for this win,” Jenkins 
said. “I have never been this proud about some-
thing for a long time and I am grateful for that.”
     Jenkins thanked WMSC for the win and dis-
cussed what the radio station means to her.
     “Being a part of WMSC has given me and 
others so many amazing opportunities to create 
amazing work, which resulted in bringing home 
the gold,” Jenkins said.
     WMSC now have much to look forward to, 
especially after receiving a nomination over the 
summer for the 2019 Marconi Award for college 
radio station of the year. Jenkins and Salvato are 
confident that the station can win again.
     “We are happy to bring the win home to 
[WMSC] and hope to again, in the future,” Sal-
vato said.
Thomas Neira
Entertainment Editor
The CBI award is displayed proudly in the WMSC office.
Photo courtesy of Alyssa Salvato
Photo courtesy of Alyssa Salvato
Photo courtesy of Alyssa Salvato
Alyssa Salvato and Molly Jenkins 
attend the College Broadcasters Inc. conference in St. Louis.
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Wildly Hilarious ‘Wild ‘N Out’ 
Comedians Take Over Montclair State
     Student Life at Montclair (SLAM) is known for 
bringing great entertainment to the students of 
Montclair State University. Each semester, the or-
ganization sponsors a big event on campus, usually 
consisting of a concert or something similar. This 
year, SLAM decided to do something unprecedent-
ed, something this class of students had not experi-
enced before.
     For the first time ever, they welcomed comedi-
ans from the MTV/MTV2/VH1 hit series “Wild ‘N 
Out” for Montclair State’s own personalized version 
called “Comedy Series Vol. I.”
     “This has been in the works since June,” Nicole 
Merendino, SLAM’s live entertainment chair, said. “I 
chose to work with a new production company this 
semester because I knew I definitely did not want to 
do M-Glow.”
     Approaching its 15th season, “Wild ‘N Out” fol-
lows two improv teams built with traditional and so-
cial media comedians as they go head-to-head to win 
a championship belt.
     Each show has two rounds of fan-favorite games 
followed by the battle round. The show has been 
hosted by Nick Cannon since its debut on MTV in 
2005, becoming wildly successful and gaining many 
loyal fans waiting to see which celebrity guest would 
be featured on each episode.
     Given SLAM’s success last semester with book-
ing hip-hop artist A Boogie wit da Hoodie, Merendi-
no felt pressure to keep the momentum going. How-
ever, without proper transitional documents and a 
brand new production company, she felt like she was 
starting from scratch.
     With the help of the Student Government Associa-
tion’s President, Jherel Saunders-Dittimus, “Wild ‘N 
Out” comedians D.C. Young Fly, Rip Micheals, Kar-
lous Miller along with GL Douglas, Omar Thomp-
son and Brooklyn Mike, took over the stage of Me-
morial Auditorium.
     “It was a risk I was willing to take, so when I was 
able to coordinate [Memorial Auditorium’s] avail-
ability, [University Police Department] coverage and 
the comedians’ availabilities, I was ecstatic,” Meren-
dino said.
     The comedians told jokes ranging from their ex-
periences teaching, to their ethnicity.
     “I treat kindergarten like jail,” GL Douglas told 
the audience.
     They related to and had an interactive experience 
with the crowd.
     At many points during each comedian’s set, they 
made specific jokes about members of the audience 
and highlighted people specifically. They referred to 
one student with buzzed blonde hair as a Q-Tip, and 
another student wearing Timberland boots as “work 
boots.”
     This not only rendered a louder cry of laughter 
from the audience, but it showcased how truly witty 
and funny this group of talent was.
     D.C. Young Fly even brought some brothers from 
a fraternity up on stage for a personal diss, but they 
came up short and he jokingly kicked them off the 
stage.
     Although they were meant to be humorous, some 
of the jokes had advice to them.
     “I’m very outspoken and every time they asked me, 
I’d tell them the truth,” one of the comedians joked.
     They also were stunned that they were in a room 
full of college students. Obviously they knew they 
were coming to a college campus, but each come-
dian kept driving home the fact that being in college 
was a huge accomplishment that everyone should 
be proud of.
     While the jokes were the highlights of the night, 
D.C. Young Fly used the last 10-minutes of his set “to 
give his testimony.” He talked about how six years 
ago he was selling drugs on the streets. He even told 
a funny anecdote about how he went to jail because 
someone who beat him up pressed charges against 
him.
     At that point in his life, an app called Vine was 
just starting out and he recalls his friends telling 
him that he should really put his jokes on there. He 
always shrugged them off because he did not think 
much of it. Eventually, he downloaded the app and 
started creating content.
     Since that moment, his fame skyrocketed, land-
ing him millions of followers across all social media 
platforms, earned him roles in multiple movies and 
television shows and secured him a recurring spot 
on “Wild ‘N Out.” It was a true testament to what 
taking every opportunity that is thrown at you can 
do for you.
     While many felt they were given a good amount of 
time, others felt some could have been longer.
     “Rip Micheals should have been longer,” Brittany 
Pierre-Louis, a junior exercise science major, said.
     Nonetheless, Montclair State students had a great 
time at the wildly hilarious “Wild ‘N Out” show, and 
are looking forward to see what SLAM brings to 
campus next.
Jeremy Wall & Sierra Craig
Staff Writers
Jeremy Wall | The MontclarionComedian Rip Micheals, accompanied by DJ Blake, performs his stand up during SLAM’s 
“Comedy Series Vol. 1” event featuring cast members of Wild ‘N Out.
Merendino (lower center) poses with the rest of the SLAM crew following the 
“SLAM Comedy Series Vol. 1” event held at Memorial Auditorium.
Photo courtesy of Nicole Merendino
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Alexander O’Connor makes and releases music under the name Rex Orange County.
Rex Orange County Takes Listeners 
on a Thoughtful Ride with “Pony”
Thomas Neira
Entertainment Editor
     Rex Orange County has returned with his highly 
anticipated third album “Pony,” which sees the sing-
er-songwriter as heartfelt and lyrically engaging as 
ever before. He continues to experiment with new 
instrumentation, while remaining true to his simple, 
soulful roots.
     Alexander O’Connor, who performs under the stage 
name Rex Orange County, is an English musician who 
is well-known for his soft, easy-going sound, smooth vo-
cals and his emotional yet relatable lyrics.
     “Pony” marks Rex’s third studio album, following 
his 2016 debut “bcos u will never b free,” and his 2017 
project “Apricot Princess.” However, his features on Ty-
ler the Creator’s massively popular 2017 album “Flow-
er Boy” proved to be a breakthrough for the young art-
ist.
     Needless to say, Rex Orange County had the at-
tention of the music industry. Fans both new and old 
have been waiting to hear what the newly famous artist 
would release next. That project would turn out to be 
“Pony,” and it did not disappoint.
     A factor of Rex’s music that separates him from oth-
er similar artists is his lyricism. Rex’s music has always 
been highlighted of lyrics following themes such as ro-
mance and the ever-changing world while using the 
right words. His lyrics have never been overly complex 
or simplistic, and that trend continues in this project.
     Rex starts out strong with the opening track “10/10,” 
which explores the theme of self-improvement. Rex 
sings about how it’s okay to cut out the toxicity in your 
life, as long as it helps you become your best self. He 
claims to have felt like a “five” this past year, but maybe 
if he gets his act together he could feel like a “10” in 
the coming year.
     The closing track, “It’s Not the Same Anymore,” 
deals with the theme of change. This grand finale song 
clocks in at six minutes and 26 seconds long, by far the 
longest track on the album. For most of this runtime, 
Rex pessimistically sings about the changes in his life, 
longing to return to the way his life was before.
     Rex goes into vivid detail about how the newfound 
hardships in his life are taking both an emotional and 
physical toll on his life, such as how he can no longer 
feel happy and how he no longer feels hungry.
     Right when it seems like the album is going to end 
on a depressing note, Rex suddenly turns a 180 in the 
final minute and a half of the song. He sings about how 
the changes in his life have all happened for a reason 
and have made him a better and wiser person than be-
fore. The song ends on an optimistic note, and in turn, 
so does the entire album.
     “Pony” also finds Rex at his most creative from an 
instrumental point of view. This is evident on the third 
track “Laser Lights,” which serves as one of the groov-
ier songs on the album. This upbeat track is backed by 
steady piano chords which are soon joined by multiple 
grand brass horns. The track manages to separate it-
self from others on the album with its grandiose sound 
and its big band instrumentation.
     By far the best song on “Pony” is the seventh track 
on the album, “Pluto Projector.” This track best exem-
plifies all of the qualities that make this album so great, 
and it stands as one of Rex’s best ever singles to date.
     The song finds Rex at his best lyrically, with each 
verse unraveling new emotions like verses in a poem. 
It seems as though Rex just sat down and wrote out all 
his emotions as they naturally came to him, which has 
been the case for much of the music he has released 
throughout his career. Rex sings about a relationship 
he is currently in, as he reflects on how beneficial it is 
to him and how it is affecting him.
     The production on “Pluto Projector” also finds Rex 
at his best. The song goes through numerous differ-
ent phases and changes, the most notable of which is 
an orchestral piece toward the end of the song before 
the final verse. The inclusion of the string instruments 
gives the track a strong, elegant finish that makes it 
the most memorable song on the album, and sums up 
what the album overall is about.
     “Pony” marks a successful follow-up to Rex Orange 
County’s previous efforts, and fans are sure to enjoy 
much of the same they are used to with some new and 
welcome changes. With three albums already released 
at the age of 21, it is clear that there is plenty more 
to come from the young English artist, and the future 
couldn’t look any brighter.
Photo courtesy of Billboard
Rex Orange County released “Pony” on Oct. 25, 2019. Photo courtesy of Sony Music Entertainment
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‘Motherless Brooklyn’ Hits 
the Mark on Characters but 
Flops with Film Technique
Jack Landon
Contributing Writer
     “Motherless Brooklyn” excites audiences with inter-
esting characters, but lacks a mastery over film tech-
nique that could have kept them interested the whole 
way through.
     Passion project “Motherless Brooklyn,” the second 
auteur film to be directed by Edward Norton, serves as 
the perfect example of putting character before plot. At 
times, the film ambitiously tries to push beyond what 
the plot demands to go into a deeper character study of 
its protagonist, Lionel.
     Private detective Lionel Essrog (who has undi-
agnosed Tourette syndrome), played by Norton, is 
launched into a mystery following the death of his 
mentor and good friend Frank Minna, played by Bruce 
Willis.
     Norton provides the audience with a great jumping 
off point, establishing a clear conflict and tone. This 
is an easy film to track scene-to-scene, but the biggest 
problem is that there is too much going on. While there 
Top Picks
to Stream 
‘Who Framed Roger Rabbit’
on Disney+
     A private eye with an animosity for toons 
is hired to investigate suspected adultery 
being committed by the wife of one of Ma-
roon Cartoons’ biggest stars, Roger Rabbit. 
After a suspicious murder, all fingers are 
pointing at Roger and it’s up to Eddie Val-
iant, the private eye, to preserve Roger’s in-
nocence and bring peace to Toontown.
     Who Framed Roger Rabbit offers a world 
for any viewer to effortlessly get lost and en-
tranced in. The blend of hand-drawn anima-
tion and live action seems so natural that a 
viewer could forget that cartoons and peo-
ple are sharing the screen. The film’s fun 
and light facade is contrasted with gritty 
detective, film-noir-esque moments riddled 
throughout the runtime. 
     Viewers are treated to interactions be-
tween some of the most famous cartoon 
characters from Warner Bros. and Disney, 
most of whom have never shared the screen 
since. The film created a world and style 
that has often been imitated but has prov-
en impossible to duplicate. Its unique take 
on a multitude of genres proves to be a true 
romp and riot, sure to dish out a few chuck-
les, positively being worthy of anyone’s time 
and attention.
- Dillon Hoffman
Contributing Writer
Photo courtesy of Walt Disney Pictures
     “Mary Poppins” is a classic 1964 Disney 
film starring Julie Andrews and Dick Van 
Dyke. Andrews plays Mary Poppins, a magi-
cal nanny who flies down to come to the aid 
of Jane and Michael Banks, two wealthy, yet 
neglected, children. With the help of a char-
ismatic chimney sweeper, played by Dyke, 
the group embarks on a musical adventure 
in the colorful streets of London. 
     This film geniusly combines live-action 
with bright-colored animation. In one iconic 
scene in particular, Bert the chimney sweep-
er performs a marvelous dance number 
with a group of four animated penguins. In 
another scene, Mary Poppins wins a race 
and sings the classic song “Supercalifragilis-
ticexpialidocious” as she celebrates. This 
movie is easily regarded as one of the best 
musicals of all time, and it is a great film to 
stream if you can’t decide between live-ac-
tion or animation.
‘Mary Poppins’
on Disney+
Live Action/
Animated Movies
- Sharif Hasan
Assistant Entertainment Editor
Photo courtesy of Walt Disney Pictures
are scenes in this film that are smart, showing good 
examples of a private detective’s process, there are oth-
ers that feel clunky and unnecessary. This was a disap-
pointment considering Edward Norton’s writing skill.
     There is a very interesting contrast between the 
way Lionel speaks in scenes and the way he delivers 
voice-over monologues. However, after the first act of 
the film, I felt like there were certain points where Li-
onel should have had a verbal tic, but he did not. For 
example, there were certain dangerous situations that 
should have provoked a tic, but instead Lionel kept his 
cool.
     The dialogue in this film is very natural, and the 
conversations with Lionel are fascinating because of 
his speech impediment, which interrupts the flow of 
dialogue. This can create either a moment of tension, 
comic relief or make the character appear more en-
dearing. However, a lot of the dialogue in the film is 
undermined by a choppy editing style and lazy shot 
design.
     What cripples this film is the lack of interesting cine-
matography. There is one interesting dream sequence 
that was shot underwater, but nothing else was quite 
notable. I was surprised to find the film did not have 
more wide shots to better capture the actors. In his 
last film, “Keeping the Faith,” Norton relied heavily on 
wide angles to show action and reaction within the 
same frame. Often times, the film cuts after holding a 
shot for three seconds, which becomes jarring in seri-
ous scenes.
     I wanted to connect with a lot of these characters 
and their relationships, such as Norton’s Lionel or Lau-
ra Rose, played by Gugu Mbatha-Raw. However, any 
time there is an intimate moment between the two of 
them, the camera cuts before I could see the character 
connection.
     Musical choices in the film were fun, with an original 
song by Radiohead’s Thom Yorke, and plenty of jazz 
songs that made me dance in my seat. The soundtrack 
fit the tone and has been playing on loop in my car 
since I left the theater.
     Willem Dafoe steals the show with a wonderful per-
formance. His character in the story initially appeared 
to only be a source of information for other characters, 
but was revealed to have more depth. It was a truly 
three-dimensional character, with a history that was 
present on screen.
     Any time he is in the frame, the story becomes more 
interesting, and there is always something added to 
the plot. This is a problem because once the audience 
meets Willem Dafoe, the movie takes a huge detour 
and delivers a mess of unnecessary scenes.
     Overall, this film is enjoyable to watch, but there are 
too many missing elements in both visual and narra-
tive standpoints.
“Motherless Brooklyn” 
was released on Nov. 1, 2019.
“Motherless Brooklyn” is a film adaptation of the 1999 novel by Jonathan Lethem. Photo courtesy of Warner Bros. Pictures
Photo courtesy of Warner Bros. Pictures
Red Hawks Men’s Basketball: 104
Whitman College: 114
Red Hawks Men’s Ice Hockey: 2
RPI: 10
themontclarion.org
This Week In
Red Hawk 
Sports
Red Hawk Recap
No games
Women’s Basketball at
Springfield College
7 p.m.
SAT 11/16
SUN 11/17
Men’s Basketball at
Wilkes or Marymount
TBA
Women’s Basketball vs.
Trinity or Eastern Connecticut
1 p.m./3 p.m.
Women’s Swimming vs.
The College of New Jersey
1 p.m.
Football vs.
Kean University
1 p.m.
Men’s Swimming vs.
The College of New Jersey
1 p.m.
Men’s Basketball vs.
Bridgewater College
3 p.m.
Men’s Soccer vs.
Hobart College
3:30 p.m.
Men’s Ice Hockey vs.
Siena College
8:40 p.m.
MON 11/18
No games
TUE 11/19
No games
WED 11/20
Women’s Basketball vs.
FDU-Florham
6 p.m.
Red Hawks Men’s Soccer: 2
Stockton University: 1
THU 11/14
FRI 11/15
Sports
Montclair State Football Gets
Decisive Win vs. William Paterson
Red Hawks Women’s Volleyball: 0
Stockton University: 3
Red Hawks Women’s Soccer: 2
The College of New Jersey: 3
Red Hawks Men’s Basketball: 107
Willamette University: 74
Red Hawks Men’s Ice Hockey: 2
Sacred Heart University: 2
Red Hawks Football: 36
William Paterson University: 6
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     In their ninth game of 
the season, the Red Hawks 
fought hard to get their re-
cord over .500 on Saturday 
at Sprague Field. Montclair 
State had a shaky start to be-
gin the match, but came out 
triumphant to finish it off.
     On each of their first two 
drives, they got into the red 
zone but not the end zone. 
The Red Hawks settled for 
two short field goals on both 
drives: the first, a 22-yard 
field goal and the second, a 
29-yard field goal.
     In the second quarter on 
their third drive of the game, 
the Red Hawks scored their 
first touchdown of the game 
at 7:57 by freshman running 
back, Abellany Mendez. He 
Maxwell Strauss
Staff Writer
took a hand-off to the right 
side of the field and ran it in 
from nine yards out. Within 
the next minute, Montclair 
State would get the ball right 
back off of an interception 
from sophomore defensive 
back, Zack Zaccone.
     Zaccone talked about the 
play he made to give the Red 
Hawks success.
     “The quarterback was 
looking everywhere,” Zac-
cone said. “He threw the 
ball so I was just reading off 
of him and on that play es-
pecially. He checked to the 
wide receiver, the wide re-
ceiver and him said ‘check, 
check, check’ and I picked 
up on it and picked it off.”
     The scoring streak con-
tinued on drive number four. 
It was capped off by a touch-
down grab from senior wide 
receiver, Kason Campbell. He 
caught a ball on the right side 
of the end zone after he ran a 
double move to try and create 
space against the defender. He 
went up and attacked the ball 
for a 20-0 lead with 5:25 left 
in the first half. At halftime, it 
seemed Montclair State was 
in control of the game.
     Junior wide receiver Carsen 
Johnson commented on the 
Red Hawks explosive attitude.
     “Start fast and finish fast,” 
Johnson said. “All gas, no 
break.”
     The first score of the sec-
ond half was a safety at 11:28. 
William Paterson was punting 
deep in their own territory as 
the long snapper snapped the 
ball over the punter’s head and 
out of the end zone for a score 
of 22-0.
     For most of the third quar-
ter, it was back-and-forth with 
just a few first downs. William 
Paterson finally got on the 
board at 1:04 of the third quar-
ter. Junior wide receiver, Siraj 
Abdul-Malik, caught a wheel 
route down the left side of the 
field and was untouched on a 
82-yard touchdown for a score 
of 22-6.
     Early in the fourth, Mont-
clair State put the game away 
with another rushing touch-
down at 13:48. Junior running 
back, Craig Merkle, ran the 
ball in from 14-yards out to 
make the score 29-6.
     Merkle commented on his 
touchdown.
     “It just all worked together,” 
Merkle said.
     In the fourth quarter, Wil-
liam Paterson demonstrated 
that they might be able to 
move the ball, but did not add 
to the scoreboard.
     Just when it looked like no 
other scoring would occur, at 
1:22, in the fourth quarter, ju-
nior defensive back Jalen Har-
ris jumped a pass on the right 
side of the defense for a 21-
yard pick six and a final score 
of 36-6.
     After the game, Head Coach 
Rick Giancola talked about his 
team’s win.
     “We always feel like we 
have a chance to be good and 
win the game, so we were con-
fident coming in,” Giancola 
said. “I was a little disappoint-
ed about our play. I thought 
it was sloppy at times, and if 
we’re going to try to get better 
at playing football, then some 
of the stuff that went on today 
has to be eliminated.”
Red Hawks Men’s Soccer: 1
Rowan University: 0
Red Hawks Women’s Basketball: 66
Hunter College: 58
Head coach Rick Giancola addresses his team after their 
win over William Paterson University.
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Red Hawks down Pioneers 36-6
Ben Caplan | The Montclarion
Junior linebacker Seamus Nelson attempts to bring down an elusive Pioneer running back.
Sanchez passes the ball to a teammate during a match. Ben Caplan | The Montclarion
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Student Athlete Profile: Oscar Sanchez
Freshman forward is explosive for men’s soccer team
Sanchez looks at the referee during a match.
     Freshman phenomenon and for-
ward for the Montclair State Univer-
sity men’s soccer team Oscar Sanchez 
has been able to balance school and 
sports, while also working to be able 
to pay for school. The Honduras-born 
soccer player has been one of the best 
players in the New Jersey Athletic 
Conference (NJAC) this year.
     He has not only helped his team 
become NJAC champs, but has also 
won himself NJAC freshman of the 
year honors. He is the team’s leading 
goal scorer with 14 goals this season, 
making an incredible impact all sea-
son long.
     Sophomore midfielder Michael 
Knapp is Sanchez’s teammate, and 
won NJAC midfielder of the year.
     “He’s hardworking and always gives 
100% effort out on the field,” Knapp 
said.
     Sanchez loves the team environ-
ment and felt like he was instantly a 
part of a family. The team started off 
ranked sixth in the country and over 
the season he has felt that the team 
bond strengthened throughout their 
ups and downs.
     Sophomore midfielder Brent 
Llewellyn is another teammate on the 
soccer team and has seen Sanchez’s 
growth all season long.
      “His work ethic is great and it really 
shows on the field,” Llewellyn said.
     The team has been a great fit for 
Sanchez, keeping his focus on soccer 
while still having a great time.
     “This team is fun to be with and 
we all have the same goals,” Sanchez 
said.
     Growing up in Honduras and then 
coming to the United States, Sanchez 
has always looked up to Cristiano 
Ronaldo, one of the best professional 
soccer stars in today’s game. How-
ever, Sanchez often finds himself be-
ing compared to another soccer great, 
Lionel Messi. Fans and coaches refer 
to Sanchez as “Lil’ Messi.”
     “If I have the right mindset I know 
where I could be,” Sanchez said.
     Since he was very young, Sanchez 
has made his goals to be a profession-
al soccer player one day. These goals 
started to come into fruition when it 
was time to decide between his mul-
tiple scholarship offers or try to make 
it to the big leagues. Sitting down with 
his family and expressing what he 
wanted to do against going to college 
was a tough decision. With constant 
help from his mom, her having his 
back helped make the decision easier. 
Passing up on scholarships is a tough 
task, but that wasn’t Sanchez’s goal; it 
was to be a professional soccer player.
     He chose the big leagues, but after 
a tough injury to his achilles, he had 
to step away from the sport he loved. 
This heartbreaking injury never inter-
fered with Sanchez’s end goal. It did, 
on the other hand, pose a different 
route for how he was going to get to 
his dream.
     Oscar always knew his potential, 
being a state ranked player at Garfield 
High School. When receiving multiple 
offers to play in college, his goals were 
set high.
     This allows him to stay motivated 
to play each game with a chip on his 
shoulder. His best friend and brother, 
Christian Sanchez, has helped him 
stay on top of his goals as well. Chris-
tian Sanchez has been there every 
step of the way and Oscar Sanchez 
knows he will always have his back.
     Sanchez’s biggest inspiration and 
motivation is his mom. Sanchez 
knows how lucky he is to have a mom 
who put him in the best situations to 
grow coming from another country. 
She always keeps his best interests 
at the forefront of her goals. Here at 
Montclair State, he continues to live 
with his mom as she cares for him and 
pushes him to achieve his goals.
     His mom knows he has a future in 
the sport, but makes sure to reiterate 
how important an education is, espe-
cially as an immigrant. Sanchez is cur-
rently pre-major and is hoping to be-
come an international business major 
in the near future.
     “I’m happy here with a great soccer 
environment as well as the people,” 
Sanchez said. “Not many people can 
get this opportunity from where I am 
from.”
     With so many driving factors, he 
knows there is nothing stopping him. 
Everything is just another hurdle he 
needs to get over.
     While working to be able to pay 
for his education, he also tries to give 
back to the sport. Sanchez loves to 
give personal soccer training sessions 
to help youth soccer players. He also 
helps out with special needs children, 
showing them and teaching them the 
sport. He feels like giving these kids 
the passion and love for the sport that 
he has is so important to brighten up 
kids lives.
     “I want to be remembered as some-
one who helped out and was inspiring 
to people,” Sanchez said.
     Along the way, Sanchez hopes to 
bring the drive that he has to people 
all around him. He wants them to 
know that they can achieve whatever 
they set their minds too. Whether it is 
living in another country, a huge injury 
or anything that might be in someone’s 
way, he wants to send a message that 
it will work out in the end as long as 
you work for the goal.
     Outside of soccer, Sanchez’s favorite 
activities are hanging out with friends 
and family. Having a supportive family 
is a huge part of what he has been able 
to do as well as his friends who have 
been with him every step of the way.
     He also enjoys fishing and paintball 
when he is not on the field. However, 
there is nothing that makes Sanchez 
happier than playing the sport he 
loves. Soccer is the sport he was “born 
to play.”
Jess Liptzin
Staff Writer
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Women’s Basketball Hopeful For
Championship Success in 2019-2020 Season
Team looks to take back the NJAC this season
     For most Division III teams, a 16-10 
record with a conference tournament 
appearance would be considered a 
successful season.
     However, the 2018-2019 season 
may be considered a slight disappoint-
ment for the Montclair State Univer-
sity women’s basketball team. For the 
first time since 2012, the Red Hawks 
failed to win the New Jersey Athletic 
Conference (NJAC) championship and 
make the national tournament, as they 
finished the season with a loss to the 
Kean Cougars in the first round of the 
2019 NJAC Women’s Basketball Tour-
nament.
     On a brighter note, the Red Hawks 
will return a significant amount of 
experience from last year’s team; 
with that comes lofty expectations as 
the Red Hawks were picked to finish 
second in the 2019 NJAC Preseason 
Coaches Poll.
     “We were very young last season 
and we had to make a lot of adjust-
ments,” head coach Karen Harvey 
said. “This season we are much more 
experienced, and our goal is to win the 
NJAC like every other year.”
     To help the Red Hawks accomplish 
the goals that they set out for this sea-
son, Harvey has brought back a famil-
iar face to the program: Katie Sire. 
She will serve as the team’s assistant 
coach and recruiting coordinator this 
season.
     A 2018 graduate of Montclair State 
University, Sire was a three-time All 
NJAC First-Team selection from 2015-
2018 and a two-time All-American 
during her playing career for the Red 
Hawks.
     Sire believes that because she has 
played for coach Harvey in the past, 
she can be a huge asset to the current 
players on the team.
     “As a player, I ran the same sets and 
plays that we still run today,” Sire said. 
“I think that’s really beneficial to the 
players since I know the style of play 
that we have and I can guide them.”
     Senior forward Alex McKinnon, 
who played with Sire from 2016-2018, 
knows how valuable she will be on the 
sidelines.
     “I’m thrilled to have her on board,” 
McKinnon said. “She’s able to explain 
what she sees to us on the basketball 
court very well, and it’s great to have 
her perspective on things.”
     It will be interesting to see how 
McKinnon follows up after a tremen-
dous 2018-2019 season. Despite deal-
ing with injuries throughout, McKin-
non led the team in scoring, averaging 
12.8 points and 5.8 rebounds per 
game. Named to the Second-Team All 
NJAC last season, McKinnon can play 
forward and center, which allows her 
to stretch the floor with her shooting 
from mid-range and beyond the arch.
     Coach Harvey is thankful to have 
a strong player like McKinnon fully 
healthy for her senior year and be-
lieves that her versatility will be key 
for this team.
     “Alex is a tremendous leader, and 
she’s had health challenges these last 
couple of years so it’s going to be nice 
for her to not be playing [while] hurt,” 
Harvey said. “She’s always been a util-
ity player for us because she can do so 
many different things for us.”
     The contributors do not just stop 
with McKinnon. Junior guard Taylor 
Brown (9.7 points per game), and ju-
nior guard Kim Calloway (9.0 points 
per game) are all capable scorers re-
turning for the Red Hawks. Sopho-
more guard Julia Sutton and sopho-
more forward Kayla Bush will also 
play key roles this season.
     According to Harvey, there is no set 
starting lineup for this season, so ex-
pect the Red Hawks to come out with 
multiple different lineups, depending 
on the matchup.
     Along with being a very strong of-
fensive team, the Red Hawks were 
statistically one of the best teams in 
the NJAC last year in terms of defense. 
This stingy defense allowed the fewest 
points in the conference last season 
(55.2 points per game) and finished 
second in the conference in blocks, 
rebounding and opponent field goal 
percentage.
     This comes as no surprise as Har-
vey’s defensive schemes have histori-
cally made the Red Hawks a tough 
team to score on, and is a big reason 
for their success in recent seasons. 
Despite their success on that end 
of the floor last season, she believes 
there is still room for improvement 
this season.
     “We want to hold teams to less than 
55 points,” Harvey said. “That was 
the difference between our Final Four 
team in 2016 and last season team, 
where we only allowed 52 points.”
     “We have to find a way to take three 
points off the board, and can do this by 
rebounding better and playing better 
half-court defense,” Harvey said.
     The Red Hawks seemingly have 
all the tools to make a run for anoth-
er NJAC title this season, including 
experience, confidence and talent. 
With this being Harvey’s 13th season 
as head coach, expectations remain 
high for this program. However, the 
Red Hawks are soaring into the 2019-
2020 season with the faith that they 
can return to their former glory.
     “This team is absolutely ready to 
get back to the levels that we were at 
before,” McKinnon said. “Instead of 
looking at all of these expectations as 
pressure, we look at it as fun because 
know we can meet them, it’s just about 
our mindset.”
     The Red Hawks started off their 
season strong with a 66-58 win over 
Hunter College on Tuesday, Nov. 12.
Corey Annan
Assistant Sports Editor
Senior forward Alex McKinnon shoots a 
3-pointer against Hunter College on Nov. 12.
Junior guard Taylor Brown drops 14 points in the 
Red Hawks season opener against Hunter College.
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Study Abroad Photo Contest:  
Help Us Choose a Winner! 
 
 
1st place - $50 Redhawk Dollars 
2nd place - MSU hoodie 
3rd place - MSU mug  
 
VOTE: 
In person: Photos will be posted in the hallway of  
the Student Center Annex outside of Room 206.  
Via Facebook: Montclair State University Study Abroad Official Page 
 
 
 
Voting will take place from November 18th to the 22nd  
 
 
 
 
Study Abroad Opportunities for 
Spanish Majors/Minors 
 Information Session and Student Panel: 
 Wednesday, November 20th 
11:30AM-12:30PM – University Hall 1010 
 
 
Join us and learn more about study & internship program options, 
scholarship & discount information, and more! 
 
 
Hear from a panel of study abroad alumni who studied in the following 
countries: Argentina, Costa Rica, Spain, and more! 
 
Light refreshments will be served. 
 
To find out more & apply visit: www.montclair.edu/study-abroad 
For questions or more information, please email: studyabroad@montclair.edu or visit us in 
Student Center Annex, Room 206 
blocked. The rebound went 
to the team’s leading scorer, 
freshman forward Oscar San-
chez.
     Sanchez took the ball and 
fired at the net. Weinberg got 
a piece of it, but not enough 
as the ball rolled into the net 
and the Red Hawks scored. 
Sanchez was credited with the 
goal and Mulligan was cred-
ited with the assist as Mont-
clair State took a 1-0 lead with 
two minutes remaining in the 
game.
     “A play before that, I tried 
to take a push [into] the box, 
[which is] a ball that I usually 
always one-tap score,” Sanchez 
said, who scored his second 
goal in the NJAC tournament 
so far. “So it was in my head a 
little bit. I’m like okay, I’ve gotta 
score now, [or] I let my team 
down, I gotta score that.”
     Sanchez also elaborated on 
his goal.
     “So the ball came in here 
and I’m just like, ‘Just please 
don’t miss. Please don’t miss,’” 
Sanchez said. “I swung, goalie 
touched it, but it went in. That’s 
all that matters.”
     Rowan would take the ball 
into the Montclair State zone 
in one last attempt to get the 
game tied. However, the Red 
Hawks were able to clear the 
zone and let the clock run down 
to zero as they stormed the field 
after the game.
     The Red Hawks have now won 
back-to-back NJAC titles as well 
as three in the last four years. It 
is Montclair State’s 13th confer-
ence title overall and the eighth of 
the tournament era.
     “Couldn’t have asked for a bet-
ter NJAC ending,” Mulligan said, 
who has now won three NJAC 
championships in his four years 
with the men’s soccer team. “Ex-
actly the way we wanted it to end, 
with my last game on this field 
[MSU Soccer Park], and that be-
ing against Rowan and winning 
and going to [NCAA tournament]. 
I couldn’t have asked for a better 
ending for this [tournament].”
     With their NJAC title, the Mont-
clair State Red Hawks earned the 
conference’s automatic bid to the 
2019 NCAA Divison III Men’s 
Soccer Championship Tourna-
ment. It is their 19th appearance 
overall in the tournament.
     Montclair State will face Ho-
bart College in the first round on 
Nov. 16 at 3:30 p.m. The winner 
of that game will play the winner 
of the prior 1 p.m. matchup be-
tween Franklin & Marshall and 
Penn State Harrisburg on Nov. 
17 at 3 p.m.
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Men’s Soccer Wins Back-to-Back
NJAC Championships
     The Montclair State Univer-
sity men’s soccer team recently 
took the field at MSU Soccer 
Park to defend their New Jer-
sey Athletic Conference (NJAC) 
championship title from 2018.
     The team played in yet an-
other NJAC championship 
match on Saturday, Nov. 9, 
against Rowan University. The 
second-seeded Montclair State 
Red Hawks would only have 
the fourth-seeded Rowan Uni-
versity Profs standing in the 
way of their second consecu-
tive NJAC championship.
     The game would be a re-
match of the 2016 NJAC 
Championship where Mont-
clair State defeated Rowan by 
a final score of 3-0.
     Both teams had their fair 
share of scoring opportunities 
in the first half alone. Mont-
clair State senior forward Jose 
Huerta had a clean shot in the 
front of the net less than five 
minutes into the first half, but 
fired the shot just wide.
     However, Rowan would 
dominate the beginning of the 
contest, outshooting Mont-
clair State 6-2 in the first 20 
minutes. Rowan freshman 
forwards Ki Costa and Chad 
Adam Grassini
Staff Writer
Yates both had good looks, but 
fired shots wide. In the next 15 
minutes, the Red Hawks fired 
five unanswered shots.
     With 5:01 left to go, sopho-
more midfielder Michael Knap 
had a shot to the right that 
looked like it had a chance 
of going in, but the shot was 
saved by Rowan sophomore 
goalkeeper James Weinberg.
     In the last five minutes of 
the half, Rowan had five unan-
swered shots. However, nei-
ther team was able to score 
a goal, sending the game into 
halftime scoreless.
     Cautions and ejections 
played a huge part in this bat-
tle for the crown. In the entire-
ty of the game, 10 total cards 
were handed out, five for Row-
an and five for Montclair State. 
At the 39:47 mark, Rowan se-
nior defender Kevin Primich 
was issued his second yellow 
card, giving him a red card and 
was therefore ejected, forcing 
Rowan to play down a man for 
the rest of the game.
     “We know that this is how 
they play,” Red Hawks head 
coach Todd Tumelty said. 
“They’re physical and they’ve 
had a lot of cards on the year, 
but we have to keep our com-
posure. If you can keep your 
composure then you’re in good 
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shape.”
     Montclair State took ad-
vantage of Rowan being short-
handed immediately in the 
second half, as they outshot 
Rowan 5-0 in just under the 
first 15 minutes. However, 
they could not solve Weinberg, 
who was excellent in goal for 
the Profs, making seven total 
saves as well as some impres-
sive stops to deny what looked 
like prime scoring opportuni-
ties for Montclair State.
     “All season long we’ve found 
ways to score goals,” Tumelty 
said. “We’ve had some diffi-
culty scoring early but we just 
stayed the course. Work hard 
and the goals will come and 
then eventually you’ll get it.”
      With 25 minutes left in the 
match, Rowan went on one 
last surge to get the first goal 
of the game. In fact, they ap-
peared to score the go-ahead 
goal in minute 67, but the play 
was called offsides and the 
goal was waved off. They near-
ly scored again on a shot that 
barely hit the crossbar with 10 
minutes left in the game.
     With 2:20 left, Yates had 
a shot blocked and the Red 
Hawks took the ball back into 
the Profs zone. Senior mid-
fielder Colin Mulligan had the 
ball and fired a shot that was 
Ben Caplan | The MontclarionSenior midfielder Colin Mulligan waves his champion shirt 
to the home crowd.
Freshman forward Sanchez scores game’s only goal for win against Rowan
Ben Caplan | The MontclarionGoal-scorer Oscar Sanchez is held up by a teammate after 
the championship win.
